Although some authors have claimed that the effect is not detectable, we show experimentally for the first time that as the quantum parameter x grows beyond 1, an increasingly large part of the hard radiation emitted arises from the spin of the electron. Results for the energy loss of electrons in the energy range 35-243 GeV incident on a W single crystal are presented. Close to the axial direction the strong electromagnetic fields induce a radiative energy loss which is significantly enhanced compared to incidence on an amorphous target. In such continuously strong fields, the radiation process is highly nonperturbative for ultrarelativistic particles and a full quantum description is needed. The remarkable effect of spin flips and the energy loss is connected to the presence of a field comparable in magnitude to the Schwinger critical field, E 0 m 2 c 3 ͞eh, in the rest frame of the emitting electron. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.87.054801 PACS numbers: 41.60. -m, 12.20. -m, 41.75.Ht, 78.70. -g Under small angles of incidence to a crystal, the strong electric fields of the nuclear constituents add coherently such as to obtain a macroscopic, continuous field of the order E Ӎ 10 11 V͞cm. This is evidenced by, e.g., the channeling phenomenon [1] or the so-called "doughnut scattering" [2] . Therefore, in the rest frame of an ultrarelativistic electron with a Lorentz factor of g Ӎ 10 5 , the field encountered becomes comparable to the critical (or Schwinger-) field, E 0 m 2 c 3 ͞eh 1.32 3 10 16 V͞cm, corresponding to a magnetic field B 0 4.41 3 10 9 T. Here, m is the rest mass of the electron, c is the speed of light, e is the elementary charge, andh is Planck's constant divided by 2p. The incident particle moves in these immensely strong fields over distances up to that of the crystal thickness, i.e., up to several mm. Thereby the behavior of charged particles in strong fields as E 0 can be investigated.
Under small angles of incidence to a crystal, the strong electric fields of the nuclear constituents add coherently such as to obtain a macroscopic, continuous field of the order E Ӎ 10 11 V͞cm. This is evidenced by, e.g., the channeling phenomenon [1] or the so-called "doughnut scattering" [2] . Therefore, in the rest frame of an ultrarelativistic electron with a Lorentz factor of g Ӎ 10 5 , the field encountered becomes comparable to the critical (or Schwinger-) field, E 0 m 2 c 3 ͞eh 1.32 3 10 16 V͞cm, corresponding to a magnetic field B 0 4.41 3 10 9 T. Here, m is the rest mass of the electron, c is the speed of light, e is the elementary charge, andh is Planck's constant divided by 2p. The incident particle moves in these immensely strong fields over distances up to that of the crystal thickness, i.e., up to several mm. Thereby the behavior of charged particles in strong fields as E 0 can be investigated.
Strong field effects can be investigated by other means. One example is in heavy ion collisions where the field becomes comparable to the Schwinger field, but the collision is of extremely short duration. Another -technically demanding -example is in multi-GeV electron collisions with terawatt laser pulses where nonlinear Compton scattering and so-called "Breit-Wheeler" pair production are observed [3] . In nature, near-critical fields are believed to be present in the vicinity of pulsars.
However, as we point out below, in order to investigate the effect of the spin on the radiation spectrum, the electron must interact with the strong field over large distances. So crystals present unique tools for the investigation of the influence of spin on the radiation spectrum.
Already in the late 1960s, Baier and Katkov [4] calculated the photon spectrum emitted by "particles of arbitrary spin moving in an arbitrary electromagnetic field." However, the realization that the spin influences the spectrum significantly in this context lay dormant for many years and was not discussed as an observable phenomenon although radiation intensities were calculated for spin 0, 1 2 , and 1; see also [5] . In fact, the influence of spin was left out from many discussions of quantum effects: "quantum effects in synchrotron radiation originate in two ways: from the quantisation of the motion of the electron, and from the quantum recoil when a photon is emitted" [6, 7] . Moreover, investigations of channeling radiation at MeV to few GeV energies showed that the spin did not contribute at a detectable level [8] .
For multi-GeV electrons and positrons incident along crystallographic directions the invariant quantum parameter, x gE ͞E 0 , is in the range 1-10. So a full quantum description starting from first principles is needed but is complicated, and so far one has been performed by Greiner's group [9] .
An approximate QED calculation by use of a semiclassical method where the field is considered constant over the formation zone [10] , the so-called "constant field approximation" (CFA), does not show a constant or increasing relative energy loss. On the contrary, it shows a relative energy loss proportional to g 21͞3 , i.e., a total energy loss proportional to g 2͞3 . This is due to a self-suppressing effect originating from the formation length of the photon. Once the field becomes sufficiently strong, the emitting electron is deviated from the formation zone before the photon has been formed -i.e., the contribution to the radiation integral decreases with increasing energy. This suppression is similar to the Landau-Pomeranchuk-Migdal effect where multiple Coulomb scattering is responsible for the deviation outside the formation zone; see, e.g., [11] .
In the mid-1980s, Bagrov et al. [12] discussed the possibility of observing spin flips in axial channeling, but later their results were questioned by Greiner's group [9] .
Then, in the early 1990s, Lindhard [13] showed that the contribution from the spin can be derived from a Weizsäcker-Williams -type calculation and together with Sørensen [14] demonstrated explicitly that indeed theoretically the contribution from the spin dominates the hard end of the photon spectrum as soon as x gets larger than about 1. This also means that apart from the reverse action of the photon on the electron -the recoil -an additional quantum effect of the spin of the electron influences the spectrum; see also [15] . We emphasize that the correct inclusion of the effect of spin was done by Baier and Katkov in the late 1960s [4] , but the possibility of its observation was not elaborated upon.
In the following we show by very simple arguments why the spin makes its influence. The energy of a magnetic moment at rest in a magnetic field is given by
such that spin-flip transitions of electrons with m eh͞2mc have an energy DW ehB͞mc in the rest system where the Lorentz transformation gives a magnetic field B gbE lab . Transformation back to the laboratory yields another factor g (as in the case of channeling radiation arising from transitions in the transverse potential) such that the result is
which coincides with the initial energy of the electron, E e , when x 1. This simple consideration shows why the radiation from spin flips concentrates near the end point of the spectrum. An analogous behavior appears for synchrotron radiation where the typical fractional photon energy, j c hv c ͞E e Ӎ 3g 3h eB͞2pE e 3gB͞2B 0 , becomes equal to 1 for x 2͞3 and thus the recoil of the photon must be taken into account. Here, v c denotes the critical photon frequency for the emission of synchrotron radiation. Asymptotically, the spin contribution becomes jdN͞dj͓ j 7 ͑͞1 2 j͔͒ 1͞3 ? x 2͞3 for large x such that it is strongly peaked at the end of the spectrum.
Furthermore, the process of radiative polarization of the electron (i.e., spin-flip transitions) takes place in a time, t, given by [15] [16] [17] 
such that ct becomes 15 mm for a 150 GeV electron in a x 1 field. It is thus -somewhat in retrospect -not surprising that a substantial fraction of the radiation events originate from spin-flip transitions as one gets to and beyond x Ӎ 1. As a result of the quantum recoil correction, the total radiated intensity for the synchrotron radiation emission for small and large values of x are reduced with respect to the classically calculated values as [6, 18] DE͞DE cl Ӎ 1 2 55
From this it is clear that the emission of synchrotronlike radiation is affected already at fairly small values of x, e.g., DE͞DE cl Ӎ 0.9 for x 0.1.
Investigations of the onset of QED effects in energy loss have been performed before by others [19, 20] for a Ge crystal aligned on the axis and by us for a diamond crystal [21] . However, the influence of the spin was marginal for the values of x achieved; the large energy losses dominated by channeling and thus the spin were not discussed.
The quantum recoil parameter x is approximately given by [7] x Ӎ U 0 gh m 2 c 3 a s (6) for a single crystal, where a s is the screening distance and U 0 is the height of the transverse potential. This leads to x W Ӎ 3, at an energy of 100 GeV. It is worth noting that even though the quantum corrections imply a reduction compared to the classical synchrotron law, the emission probabilities in the quantum regime are still enhanced with respect to the Bethe-Heitler value, due to the coherence. For the energies 30 and 300 GeV the energy losses are reduced by factors of 6 and 45, respectively, compared to the classical synchrotron radiation [22] .
The measurements were performed in the context of the NA43 experiment in the North Area of the CERN SPS, where tertiary beams of positrons, electrons, and pions are available with different intensities in the energy range 10 -300 GeV.
The 0.2 mm thick W crystal was mounted on a goniometer with 1.7 mrad step size and aligned such that the beam was incident along the ͗111͘ axis. Alignment was performed by observing the number of photons above Ӎ 20 GeV as a function of goniometer angle, whereby low-index planes and the axis become identifiable.
The energy of the emitted photon was determined by two methods: (i) a tagging spectrometer where the energy of the electron after the radiation event is determined by its deflection in a magnet and (ii) interception of the photon(s) in a lead glass calorimeter. Good agreement between these methods was confirmed; see also [23] . For other recent results and more details on the experimental setup, see Ref. [21] .
In order to reduce the influence of channeling (flux peaking for e 2 ) on the spectrum, the crystal was aligned 0.3 mrad from the axis, away from any major plane. Therefore, as this angle is well below the Baier angle Q 0 U 0 ͞mc 2 which determines the directionality of the strong field effects, but larger than Lindhards critical angle for channeling, the electron flux is uniform in the transverse space and the CFA applies directly.
In Figs jdN͞dj vs j and normalized by their effective radiation length for easier comparison. The scatter of the experimental points indicates the uncertainties. The full drawn curves are calculations based on the constant field approximation and the dotted curves are again the CFA, but excluding the contribution from the spin as outlined in [14] . The calculations are rather crude -only one value of x found from Eq. (6) is used; i.e., there is no averaging over field strengths encountered, except the one that is implicitly included in the estimate, Eq. (6). This may be one reason for the theoretical overestimate observed at high photon energies which seems to grow with increasing energy of the electron. Further, the effects of multiphotons or radiation cooling [24, 25] are not included.
In spite of the simplicity of the model, in all cases the curves for the CFA including the contribution from the spin agree well with the data whereas the curves excluding the spin are far from the data points and more so the higher the energy. It is thus for the first time experimentally shown that the spin contributes significantly to the radiation spectrum for high enough energies.
The slight disagreement seen at low photon energies is most likely due to pileup of the many low-energy photons which has not been included in the model.
In Fig. 2 is shown the energy loss in the W crystal for 35 to 243 GeV electrons. Here the enhancement is seen to be approximately constant above 35 GeV, showing clearly the onset of quantum suppression. The dotted line is a least-squares fit with a power law.
The energy loss in classical synchrotronic motion is proportional to E 2 , whereas the energy loss due to incoherent bremsstrahlung from a foil is proportional to E. Thus, for the classical region of radiation emission from synchrotronic motion in a crystal, an enhancement -the increase in radiation probability when comparing crystalline and amorphous materials -proportional to E is expected. Analogously, in the extreme quantum case an enhancement proportional to E 21͞3 is expected. As seen from Fig. 2 , the present situation is between these two extremes, showing clearly the onset of quantum suppression. 
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Baier's group [7, 20] has given a "rough estimate" of the enhancement (expected accuracy better than 10%) h, given as
In the case of tungsten, this estimate of the enhancement becomes h Ӎ 9, whereas Kononets estimates from an accurate calculation based on the CFA that h Ӎ 7 from about 30 GeV to a few thousand GeV [22] . Experimentally, the enhancement is defined as the ratio of effective radiation lengths, h X is the Bethe-Heitler value for the radiation length and X SF 0 is the effective radiation length for the strong field case. Clearly, the rough estimates are in very good agreement with experiment, and they show that in this region the dependence on energy can be neglected to a first approximation.
In the construction of linear colliders an important phenomenon is the emission of beamstrahlung. This emission can be expressed as a function of x (often called Y) which for the Stanford Linear Collider is small Ӎ 10 23 but of the order of 0.2 to 0.5 for the next generation linear colliders [26] . Moreover, as there is a significant contribution from the spin, polarized electron and positron beams emit beamstrahlung that is essentially different from nonpolarized ones. It is thus vital to examine experimentally the behavior of radiation emission for x around 1, especially the contribution from the spin.
In conclusion, we have for the first time shown experimentally the dramatic influence of the spin on the energy loss of ultrarelativistic electrons in strong fields.
Moreover, we have presented an extensive investigation showing a turnover from the classical g 2 law for radiation emission towards the quantum expression where the energy loss becomes proportional to g 2͞3 because of quantum suppression in strong electromagnetic fields.
Good agreement with an analytical estimate of the enhancement as well as calculations based on the "constant field approximation" to the experimental data has been shown.
The good agreement between theory and experiment is very valuable for the understanding of elementary processes in strong electromagnetic fields and their extrapolations to new areas as, for example, radiation from neutron stars with fields near the critical B 0 4.41 3 10 9 T. Furthermore it lends credibility to the views on many aspects of beam physics at extreme energies, as, e.g., the evaluation of beamstrahlung in ultrarelativistic electron-positron colliders.
